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Essentials of
Purchasing 
For the New Buyer



mce.eu/finance for dates, locations and full programme outline

Essentials of Purchasing
For the New Buyer

Managers 

New Managers 

The Right Programme for You
You are a manager who is newly responsible
for purchasing in your organization. You
need to improve your procurement skills and
knowledge. This programme gives you the
key skills you need today.

Learn the best negotiation techniques you need in an
international business environment.
Manage your supplier relationships to reduce costs,
improve quality and increase performance.

Key Competences

Make better purchasing decisions by developing key skills in
negotiation, supplier management and procurement. 

Practical Information

Learn, Practice and Use
Understand today's procurement strategies and techniques
Identify the core expertise, process knowledge, and interpersonal skills necessary for success 
as a 21st-century buyer
Discover the criteria for successful supplier selection
Manage your supplier relationships to reduce costs, improve quality & enhance performance 
Understand legal and ethical requirements and issues in your role
Learn negotiation techniques for a global purchasing environment
Understand the difference between leasing, renting and outsourcing
Describe how total cost of ownership fosters better buying decisions
Use the contract planning checklist to avoid surprises
Share your knowledge and challenges with your peers and MCE's highly experienced faculty

Highlights

Finance

€2,995
3 days

Face-to-Face

Managing the supplier base
Procurement decisions
Life cycle costing

Managing contracts
Ethical & legal purchasing
Negotiation skills for buyers

The programme is available as an 
In-Company solution for your teams.
More information at 

Available In-Company

mce.eu/inco



Programme Modules

Obtain sufficient purchase description or specification information from
internal customers
Rate aspects of a supplier’s capabilities
Analyze a financial statement from a hypothetical supplier
Define how acceptable sources of supply are found in the marketplace
Identify key principles of soliciting, qualifying, and pre-selecting suppliers
Examine key aspects associated with supplier performance

Managing the Supplier Base and Relationships

The Buyer’s Role in Today’s Purchasing Organization
Explain how purchasing adds value
Define the supply chain and the buyer’s role in purchasing and supply
management
Describe the purchasing cycle
Discuss the importance of cross-functional teams and purchasing

Assess competitive market pricing and the application of discounts
Analyze costs to calculate a target cost to negotiate more effectively with
suppliers
Define an internal cost estimate and a supplier’s cost breakdown structure
Explain learning curves, life cycle costing, and value analysis
Define leasing, renting, and outsourcing
Describe how identifying total cost of ownership fosters better buying decisions

Managing Effective Procurement Decisions: Applying
Price, Cost Value

Explain how abc analysis is used to make informed purchasing decisions
Summarize the techniques used to make informed decisions on inventory
Describe how inbound freight control is used to improve the total value
provided to a firm by a supplier
Describe the most common incoterms and their meaning for international
sourcing
Discuss how global sourcing requires additional knowledge to understand
supplier selection, payment, and risk implications

Tools for Enhancing Material and Product Flow
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Programme Modules

Identify the basic parts of a contract and a contract planning checklist
Differentiate between the types of purchasing contracts and agreements
Discuss usage of purchasing/procurement credit cards and appropriate
policies for their implementation
Describe the service contracting process and guidelines for service
contract supplier selection, agreement provisions, and administration
Apply e-procurement principles to the purchasing cycle

Understanding Specialized Purchasing Instruments and
Contracting Methods

Explain the difference between ethical and legal purchasing practices
Describe 12 questionable purchasing practices
Discuss the legal framework that affects purchasing
Explain elements of a breach of contract that remedies the breach
Describe three kinds of warranties—stautory, implied and express
Discuss key points of the convention for international sales of goods
Recognize key issues about contract law and how contracts are formed
Determine the importance of the uniform commercial code

Professional Practices

Define the nature and scope of negotiations in purchasing
Differentiate between strategy and tactics in negotiations
Define win-win, objective setting, deadline, and authority level
List the crucial elements of negotiation
Prepare and plan for negotiations
Apply some negotiation strategies, tactics, and counter offers

Negotiating Skills for the Buyer
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Visit  mce.eu

+32 2 543 21 20                  info@mce.eu

For more information please contact: 

Use
what you learn and practise as soon as
you get back to your office 

Practice
the skills you learn and get feedback,
recommendations and coaching

Learn
the key business skills and knowledge you
need for your management role today and
tomorrow




